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PA 5504 Spring 2022 
 

Transforming Development (3 credits) 
 

It is justice, not charity, that is wanting in the world.  
Wollstonecraft, 1792 

 
Hubert H. Humphrey School of Public Affairs 

University of Minnesota 
 

Tuesdays and Thursdays 11:15 – 12:30 
Humphrey Center 35 – in person! Imagine that… 

 
Professor: Greta Friedemann-Sánchez                  
Zoom office: 
 https://umn.zoom.us/j/98250643428?pwd=YzE1WGptVFdzSzR2cnlqc0pXSituQT09    
In person office: Thursdays 12:35-1:30, just drop in 
Zoom office hours: Fridays by appointment between 2:00-3:00, please schedule 15’ in 
the calendar via frie0013 
Email: gfs@umn.edu                  
  
 

Overview 
 
We have seldom seen global acts of solidarity and political will such as the one generated 
by the COVID19 pandemic in the Spring and summer of 2020. The expansion of social 
distancing policies slowed consumption and resulted in sharp reductions of CO2 
emissions, among other positive environmental benefits in 2020 which were, until 
recently, impossible to achieve. The infusion of financial resources and social safety nets 
during the pandemic is evidence of their availability when there is political will.  
 
Yet, there is little recognition in international policy arenas that the ultimate drivers of the 
world’s looming existential crises, including that of emerging infectious diseases, 
antimicrobial resistance, climate change, and the accelerated loss of species and habitats, 
lies in our dominant definition and the historical foundations of development. COVID19 
has required an unprecedented shift in paradigms, forcing many to reconsider long-held 
historical ideologies and approaches to development. The pandemic has also laid bare the 
ethnic, racial, class, and gender inequalities in the ways societies across the globe lead 
lives, proving to be a (in)justice thermometer of sorts: ethnic and racial political 
minorities, but population majorities across the world are over-represented among those 
who have been sick or have died from Covid: African Americans, Latinos and Native 
Americans in the United States and Amerindians and Afro-descendants in South 
America. Across the globe, women are juggling paid work, parenting responsibilities, and 
caring for the elderly. Larger numbers of people in the informal sector in the majority 
world (aka Global South) have food and housing insecurity.  The advances in decreasing 
income poverty across the globe have reversed. The list goes on.  

https://umn.zoom.us/j/98250643428?pwd=YzE1WGptVFdzSzR2cnlqc0pXSituQT09
mailto:gfs@umn.edu
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These social and environmental challenges are global and local in scale and challenge us 
to consider poverty alleviation not as an “international” issue and only of concern for low 
resourced communities and countries in majority worlds (aka developing, or the Global 
South), but one in need of attention in every country in the world.  Two key ingredients to 
any economic system, the natural world and the female caring labor that support social 
and physical reproduction, continue to be invisible in the dominant model of 
development. Similar factors that lead to social inequities lead to unsustainable 
development and fuel the COVID19 pandemic, the loss of biodiversity, species 
extinction, climate change and ultimately, the existential crisis we find ourselves in. 
Human welfare is intricately connected with species and life-supporting systems welfare. 
 
In this course, we will explore the dominant and alternatives debates about development 
on how to lead our material lives and how to meet the global challenges of feeding and 
materially supporting 10 billion humans by 2050, by using food production as the anchor 
for the course.  The course starts by exploring two different arms of the debate (growth 
and industrial agriculture and community economy/conservation and alternative forms of 
food production) followed by a review of the planetary systems and species crisis. After 
studying these foundational areas, we will study various theoretical/policy frameworks 
across multiple disciplinary fields, providing paths on redefining development and 
reframing our economy to consider the natural world and care. The latter is understood as 
the values, attitudes, and practices that sustain all life.  We will explore current scholarly 
and applied definitions of sustainable development and study how it differs (or not) from 
green growth. We will study different models loosely framed under what is currently 
known as the pluriverse, models intending to transform development: nature rights 
movement, community economy, solidarity movement, degrowth, transition design, and 
pluriversal alternatives for First Nations in North and South America. Concerns about the 
environment and gender, class/caste, and race/ ethnicity are mainstreamed throughout the 
course.   
 
For students who have taken PA5501, this course is a deep dive and expansion of the last 
two weeks of class covering “the right side of the board.” 
 
 
Learning objectives 
By the end of the course students should be able to: 

• Understand the linkages of dominant development to the planetary crisis. 
• Recognize the false dichotomy developed/developing countries by understanding 

the linkages of wealth acquisition in the minority world (aka Global North) and 
wealth dispossession in the majority world (Global South). 

• Understand and apply the concept of planetary boundaries 
• Understand the definition of development as economic growth, as human 

development, and as sustainable development from scholarly and policy 
perspectives  

• To understand the scope of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the 
inherent contradictions among the various goals 
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• Understand current alternative proposals to economic development: green growth; 
degrowth; community economies; and proposals under the pluriverse umbrella.  

• Understand a variety of policy formulations for sustainable development and how 
they differ (or not) from formulations for green growth, from degrowth, from 
community economies, from the pluriverse. 

• Understand the importance of ontology, epistemology, theory and measurement in 
policy formulation and implementation. 

• Develop a semantic field and conceptual tools on transforming development. 
• Recognize and understand the importance of gender, ethnic and class/caste 

perspectives in the context of transforming development theory, policy, and 
implementation.  

• Develop the analytical skills to sort context specific (one size does not fit all), 
gender specific (there is no such thing as gender neutral); and class/caste (the 
rising boat does not lift all equally) development challenges. 

• Recognize that transforming development is anchored in ethics and is based on 
justice for all beings and the systems that support life.  
  

 
Course structure, requirements, and grading 
 
Course structure 
Our class meetings will be structured in seminar-style. When needed, brief lecture 
sections at each class meeting will provide enough background information to 
contextualize the readings. It is vital that you do the reading on time since we will 
explore the material through discussions.  
 
Every week one student will lead the topic discussion and the readings, while two other 
students will be discussants.  
 
Leading class twice: 30 % of the grade 
You will be leading the class twice in the semester. This means that you are in charge of 
the discussion and the flow of the class while the specific readings are discussed. In order 
to lead class discussion, you must read all of the readings in a specific module. Your 
tasks will be to: 

• Read in-depth all the pieces assigned. What is the aim of each piece? What are the 
research or policy questions addressed in the reading? What methodology did 
they use? What results did they come up with? What theoretical and policy 
conclusions did they arrive at? Any research and political implications of the 
piece? 

• You may bring a PowerPoint, a short video, a summary sheet, or any other 
pedagogical tool that will enable you to communicate your analysis of the 
reading to your classmates. 

 
Being a discussant twice: 20% of the grade 
You will be a discussant twice during the semester. You will be reading only the required 
readings, but you will be doing so paying attention to the architecture of the pieces and 
the key questions the articles are asking and answering. Being a discussant will provide 
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you an opportunity to be more engaged with certain topics, while not necessarily being a 
lead. 
 
Writing assignments 1-5: 50% of the grade; 10% each assignment 
The assignments are designed in the spirit of transforming development by transforming 
how we learn and share what we learn. Assignments are NOT tests of knowledge. They 
ARE meant to cement information or to help you/us parse out debates. Because the 
course aims to dismantle the paradigm of individuality, all the assignments will be 
uploaded to canvas and we will all have access to them. This way, the assignments 
become education solidarity and solidarity education. The folder in canvas is at the top of 
the page where main documents for class will be stored. 
 
Assignment #1: 
Before class starts, write your definition of development. What is it? Who does what, 
when, how and why for whom? How do your ideas about development fit into your life’s 
mission and values?  
 
Assignment #2  
Prepare a document in two columns summarizing the paradigms presented in the book 
The Wizard and the Prophet. Prepare the document as you read the book. 
 
Assignment # 3  
Write a summary of the justifications for the pluriverse 
 
Assignment #4 
As you read the Gibson-Graham et al. book, make a table with four columns (goals, tools, 
new vocabulary, values) and fill in as you do the reading. 
 
Assignment #5 
Choose a section of the HDR 2020 and do an analysis of the section using the tools and 
concepts learned in class.  Be ready to present your analysis during the last week of class 
and how your entry point professionally will be adjusted as a result of the concepts used. .  
 
Assignments:  
 
Grades 
Leading Class     30 points (2x15=30) 
Discussant for class   20 (2 x10=20) 
Writing assignments   50 (5x10=50) 
 
Grading and Transcripts: 
The list below identifies the possible permanent grades that can be given for any course 
for which credit is to be awarded.  These grades will be entered on a student's official 
transcript and, for an A, B, C, or D with permitted pluses and minuses, carry the indicated 
grade points.  (Except for the Law School, the University does not award A+ grades, nor 
are D- grades permitted).   The S grade will not carry grade points but the credits will 
count toward the student's degree program if allowed by the college, campus, or program. 
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A 4.000 - Represents achievement that is outstanding relative to the level necessary 
to meet course requirements 

A- 3.667 
B+ 3.333 
B 3.000 - Represents achievement that is significantly above the level necessary to 

meet course requirements 
B- 2.667 
C+ 2.333 
C 2.000 - Represents achievement that meets the course requirements in every 

respect 
C- 1.667 
D+ 1.333 
D 1.000 - Represents achievement that is worthy of credit even though it fails to 

meet fully the course requirements 
S Represents achievement that is satisfactory, which is equivalent to a C- or better. 
For the full grading and transcripts policies, please refer to: 
http://policy.umn.edu/education/gradingtranscripts. 
 
100-95 points=A 
94-90 points=A- 
89-85 points =B+ 
84-80 points =B 
79-75 points =B- 
74-70 points =C+ 
69-65 points =C 
64-60 points =C- 
59-55 points = D 
 
Required readings 
Most readings are available electronically at the University of Minnesota’s library. To 
find those, open the UMN library, then in a separate tab open google scholar. Click on link via google 
scholar. A few readings are scans and are located in the course website. All readings listed 
in the syllabus are required. If you would like additional readings, let me know, I can 
provide a list. 
 
We will be reading three books and many articles. The books are: 
 
Mann, C. C. (2018). The wizard and the prophet: Two remarkable scientists and their 
dueling visions to shape Tomorrow's world: Knopf. 
 
Kothari, Ashish; Salleh, Ariel. Escobar Arturo; Demaria, Federico; and Acosta, Alberto. 
2019. Pluriverse: A Post-Development Dictionary. Delhi: Tulika Books.  

Following the spirit of its content, the book is available for free here 
 
Gibson-Graham J.Kk, Cameron J., and Stephen Healy. 2013. Take back the Economy. 
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press. 
 

http://policy.umn.edu/education/gradingtranscripts
http://policy.umn.edu/education/gradingtranscripts
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/334051449_Pluriverse_A_Post-Development_Dictionary_AUF_2019_NEW_BOOK_edited_by_Ashish_Kothari_Ariel_Salleh_Arturo_Escobar_Federico_Demaria_and_Alberto_Acosta_Download_full_ebook_for_free_PDF_License_Creative_Co
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The University of Minnesota’s bookstore has the books available. Alternatively and 
following the spirit of transforming development you may call and order and purchase 
the books from independent bookstores in the Twin Cities like Boneshaker books and 
Next Chapter. 
 
Other resources 
 
Transforming Development Website 
Degrowth: A vocabulary for a new era https://vocabulary.degrowth.org/ 
Degrowth https://www.degrowth.info/en/2017/02/carework-as-commons-towards-a-
feminist-degrowth-agenda/ 
 
 
Gender specific websites  

• WEDO Sustainable Economy and Green Growth: who cares? 
https://wedo.org/new-report-sustainable-economy-and-green-growth-who-cares/ 

• International Center for Research on Women http://www.icrw.org/ 
• Gender and Climate Change: https://www.gendercc.net/home.html 
• Association for Women’s Rights in Development https://www.awid.org/about-

us 
• International Center for Research on Women http://www.icrw.org/ 
• The Girls Effect http://www.girleffect.org/ 
• https://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/cedaw.htm 
• https://www.care.org/our-work/womens-empowerment/what-about-men-

boys/cares-research-why-masculinities-matter 
• Land Rights https://www.landesa.org/ 
•  

 
 
On masculinity’s and grassroots efforts to change masculine norms in the global 
South 

• [MenEngage Alliance] 
• [link to Men Who Care] 
• [ “This isn’t the life for you”] 
• [ABAAD, “A Qualitative Study on War, Masculinities, and Gender Relations 

with Lebanese and Syrian Refugee Men and Women”] 
• [Masculinities Matter] 
• [Men and Development: Politicizing Masculinities] 

 
General Development websites 

• The Center for Global Development  http://www.cgdev.org/  
• Helping to Enhance the Livelihood of People Around the Globe Commission  

http://helpcommission.gov/  
• Share the World’s Resources:  https://www.sharing.org/ 
• International Development Research Centre: http://www.idrc.ca/index_en.html 
• The World Bank http://www.worldbank.org/  

https://www.boneshakerbooks.com/
https://www.nextchapterbooksellers.com/
https://vocabulary.degrowth.org/
https://www.degrowth.info/en/2017/02/carework-as-commons-towards-a-feminist-degrowth-agenda/
https://www.degrowth.info/en/2017/02/carework-as-commons-towards-a-feminist-degrowth-agenda/
https://wedo.org/new-report-sustainable-economy-and-green-growth-who-cares/
http://www.icrw.org/
https://www.gendercc.net/home.html
https://www.awid.org/about-us
https://www.awid.org/about-us
http://www.icrw.org/
http://www.girleffect.org/
https://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/cedaw.htm
https://www.care.org/our-work/womens-empowerment/what-about-men-boys/cares-research-why-masculinities-matter
https://www.care.org/our-work/womens-empowerment/what-about-men-boys/cares-research-why-masculinities-matter
https://www.landesa.org/
http://menengage.org/
https://men-care.org/
https://promundoglobal.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Images2016_ENG_Web_15JUN.pdf
https://promundoglobal.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/IMAGES-Study_Quali_Eng.pdf
https://promundoglobal.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/IMAGES-Study_Quali_Eng.pdf
http://press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/distributed/M/bo20850683.html
http://www.ids.ac.uk/publication/men-and-development-politicizing-masculinities
http://www.cgdev.org/
http://helpcommission.gov/
https://www.sharing.org/
http://www.worldbank.org/
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• Inter-American Development Bank http://www.iadb.org/  
• Food Policy Research Institute http://www.fpri.org/  
• Redefining Progress 

http://www.rprogress.org/sustainability_indicators/genuine_progress_indicator.ht
m  

• United Nations Development Programme http://www.undp.org/mdg/basics.shtml  
• United Nations Refugee Agency http://www.unhcr.org/cgi-bin/texis/vtx/home  
• Pan American Health Organization 

https://www.paho.org/hq/index.php?lang=en 
 

Human Rights Websites: 
https://www.openglobalrights.org/ 
https://www.theadvocatesforhumanrights.org/ 
http://globalrightsforwomen.org/ 
http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/ 
 
 
Respecting intellectual property of the instructor 
According to the University of Minnesota’s policy “Students may not distribute 
instructor-provided notes or other course materials, except to other members of the same 
class or with the express (written) consent of the instructor. Instructors have the right to 
impose additional restrictions on course materials in accordance with copyright and 
intellectual property law and policy. Students may not engage in the widespread 
distribution or sale of transcript-like notes or notes that are close to verbatim records of a 
lecture or presentation.” Students are not permitted to record any part of a class session. 
 
Academic integrity 
Academic integrity is the pillar of teaching and learning. Students are expected to 
complete the assignments with honesty. Misrepresenting someone else's work as your 
own can result in disciplinary action. The University Student Conduct Code defines 
scholastic dishonesty as follows: 
 
SCHOLASTIC DISHONESTY: You are expected to do your own academic work and 
cite sources as necessary. Failing to do so is scholastic dishonesty. Scholastic dishonesty 
means plagiarizing; cheating on assignments or examinations; engaging in unauthorized 
collaboration on academic work; taking, acquiring, or using test materials without faculty 
permission; submitting false or incomplete records of academic achievement; acting 
alone or in cooperation with another to falsify records or to obtain dishonestly grades, 
honors, awards, or professional endorsement; altering, forging, or misusing a University 
academic record; or fabricating or falsifying data, research procedures, or data analysis. 
(Student Conduct Code: 
http://regents.umn.edu/sites/regents.umn.edu/files/policies/Student_Conduct_Code.pdf) If 
it is determined that a student has cheated, he or she may be given an "F" or an "N" for 
the course, and may face additional sanctions from the University. For additional 
information, please see: http://policy.umn.edu/education/instructorresp. 
 
The Office for Student Conduct and Academic Integrity has compiled a useful list of 

http://www.iadb.org/
http://www.fpri.org/
http://www.rprogress.org/sustainability_indicators/genuine_progress_indicator.htm
http://www.rprogress.org/sustainability_indicators/genuine_progress_indicator.htm
http://www.undp.org/mdg/basics.shtml
http://www.unhcr.org/cgi-bin/texis/vtx/home
https://www.paho.org/hq/index.php?lang=en
https://www.openglobalrights.org/
https://www.theadvocatesforhumanrights.org/
http://globalrightsforwomen.org/
http://www.un.org/womenwatch/daw/cedaw/
http://regents.umn.edu/sites/regents.umn.edu/files/policies/Student_Conduct_Code.pdf
http://regents.umn.edu/sites/regents.umn.edu/files/policies/Student_Conduct_Code.pdf
http://policy.umn.edu/education/instructorresp
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Frequently Asked Questions pertaining to scholastic dishonesty: 
http://www1.umn.edu/oscai/integrity/student/index.html. If you have additional 
questions, please clarify with your instructor for the course. I can respond to your specific 
questions regarding what would constitute scholastic dishonesty in the context of this 
class. 

 A note on plagiarism: it is very easy to find text in the internet that can provide a 
comment on a reading. It is also very easy to spot when a student has not done the 
reading and the text selected from the internet does not really fit the topic and reading at 
hand. In addition to being experienced at finding text that does not support the 
arguments, all assignments will be scanned with Turnitin. Please take a look at the 
University of Minnesota’s Avoiding Academic Dishonesty Website. 

Please note that I am obligated to report scholastic dishonesty to the University of 
Minnesota. I will likely assign a penalty up to and including 0 for assignments or final 
paper; a "F" for the course depending on the circumstances. If you have any questions 
regarding the expectations for a specific assignment or exam, please ask. I will be more 
than happy to discuss the elements and expectations at length. 

Incompletes 
This course follows the Humphrey School’s policy regarding incompletes. An incomplete 
will only be granted after the Professor and the student have mutually agreed upon a 
timetable (written contract) for completion of coursework.  An incomplete must be 
requested in advance, and the Humphrey Institute incompletes form must be filled out. 
The form is on-line at: 
http://www.hhh.umn.edu/img/assets/11160/Incomplete%20form.pdf 
 
Disabilities   
The University of Minnesota is committed to providing equitable access to learning 
opportunities for all students. The Disability Resource Center is the campus office that 
collaborates with students who have disabilities to provide and/or arrange reasonable 
accommodations. 
If you have, or think you may have, a disability (e.g., mental health, attentional, learning, 
chronic health, sensory, or physical), please contact DS at 612-626-1333 to arrange a 
confidential discussion regarding equitable access and reasonable accommodations. 
For more information, please see the DS website, https://diversity.umn.edu/disability/. 
 
If you are registered with Disability Services and have a current letter requesting 
reasonable accommodations, please contact your instructor as early in the semester as 
possible to discuss how the accommodations will be applied in the course. 
 
Mental Health and Stress Management: 
As a student you may experience a range of issues that can cause barriers to learning, 
such as strained relationships, increased anxiety, alcohol/drug problems, feeling down, 
difficulty concentrating and/or lack of motivation. These mental health concerns or 
stressful events may lead to diminished academic performance and may reduce your 
ability to participate in daily activities. University of Minnesota services are available to 

http://www1.umn.edu/oscai/integrity/student/index.html
http://www1.umn.edu/oscai/integrity/student/index.html
https://it.umn.edu/technology/turnitin
https://oscai.umn.edu/avoid-violations/avoiding-scholastic-dishonesty
https://diversity.umn.edu/disability/
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assist you. You can learn more about the broad range of confidential mental health 
services available on campus via the Student Mental Health Website: 
http://www.mentalhealth.umn.edu. 
 
Remember that there are advisors in the Humphrey Student Services office who are 
trained and experienced counselors.  They are available at short notice to address any 
concerns you have and provide further resources within the University.   
Humphrey Student Services is located in Humphrey room 280. Reach staff by phone at 
(612) 624-3800 or email at hhhss@umn.edu. 
 
 
Sexual Harassment, Sexual Assault, Stalking and Relationship Violence 
"Sexual harassment" means unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature when it is stated or 
implied that an individual needs to submit to or participate in conduct of a sexual nature 
to maintain their education standing, or when the conduct is severe, persistent or 
pervasive and unreasonably interferes with an individual’s performance or creates an 
intimidating, hostile or offensive environment. The University prohibits members of the 
University community from engaging in, or assisting or abetting another’s engagement 
in, prohibited conduct; requires employees to take timely and appropriate action when 
they know or should know that prohibited conduct is occurring or has occurred; and 
addresses violations of this policy through disciplinary or other responsive action up to 
and including termination of employment or academic dismissal. 
For additional information, please consult Board of Regents Policy: 
https://regents.umn.edu/sites/regents.umn.edu/files/policies/Sexual_Harassment_Sexual_
Assault_Stalking_Relationship_Violence.pdf 
 
Equity, Diversity, Equal Opportunity, and Affirmative Action: 
The University provides equal access to and opportunity in its programs and facilities, 
without regard to race, color, creed, religion, national origin, gender, age, marital status, 
disability, public assistance status, veteran status, sexual orientation, gender identity, or 
gender expression.  
For more information, please consult Board of Regents Policy: 
http://regents.umn.edu/sites/regents.umn.edu/files/policies/Equity_Diversity_EO_AA.pdf
. 
 
 
 

http://www.mentalhealth.umn.edu/
http://www.mentalhealth.umn.edu/
http://www.mentalhealth.umn.edu/
mailto:hhhss@umn.edu
https://regents.umn.edu/sites/regents.umn.edu/files/policies/Sexual_Harassment_Sexual_Assault_Stalking_Relationship_Violence.pdf
https://regents.umn.edu/sites/regents.umn.edu/files/policies/Sexual_Harassment_Sexual_Assault_Stalking_Relationship_Violence.pdf
http://regents.umn.edu/sites/regents.umn.edu/files/policies/Equity_Diversity_EO_AA.pdf
http://regents.umn.edu/sites/regents.umn.edu/files/policies/Equity_Diversity_EO_AA.pdf


PA 5504 Tranforming Development Spring 2022
It is justice, not charity, that is wanting in the world. Wollstonecraft 1792

Class and Date 
and lead Curriculum Covered Assigned Readings/Podcasts/Films Posts due- at 10 am day of class Leader name Discussants

Week 1 Day 1 
(Tuesday Jan 

18)
.

Introduction, course design, 
expectations.

1. Read the policy and matrix syllabus 
2. Read guidelines to being a discussant and leading a 
discussion

Assignment #1 due January 19 
before class: 1. What is your definition of 
development? Who does what, when, how and 
why for whom?
2. How do your ideas about development fit into 
your life’s mission and values?

Greta Greta

Defining development and the problems of development

Week 1 Day 2 
(Thursday Jan 

20)
.

Foundations: How has 
development been defined 
over the years?

Review of different 
development frameworks 
prior to sustainable 
development: several 
variations of economic 
growth models and policies, 
and human development 
model.

Trebilcock, Michael and Mariana Mota Pardo. 2014. 
Law and Development. Cheltenham: Elgar. 
Chapter 1 (defining development) and 

Chapter 2 (determinants of development).

Bring 3 questions and 3 comments on readings. Greta Greta

Week 2 Day 1 
(Tuesday Jan 

25)
.

Foundations: Epistemology, 
Praxis of Development, and 
Sustainability

Concept definition is applied 
in measurement, which in 
turn, guides policies. Concept 
definition and measurement 
profoundly affect 
development models and 
polices.

1. watch before class
Who’s counting? on Marylin Waring—link available in 
Canvas

Watch before class
2. Are we still counting for nothing? Available in 
Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CPMGaY84-3w

3. peruse Gender-Just Macroeconomics available at 
https://www.brettonwoodsproject.org/wp-
content/uploads/2016/10/Gender-Just-Macroeconomics-
final-1.pdf

Week 2 Day2 
(Thursday 
January 27)

NO IN PERSON 
CLASS

use time to read 
book

Two grand typologies of 
leading our material lives. 

Over the past 100 years, two 
distinct paradigms to 
resolving poverty and guiding 
our material lives (read 
economy) have emerged. The 
hard/technocratic/universal 
approach. The 
soft/community-based/multi-
pronged approach. Each has a 
different set of values as 
guiding principles

Mann, C. C. (2018). The wizard and the prophet: Two 
remarkable scientists and their dueling visions to shape 
Tomorrow's world: Knopf. 

Read the entire book, BUT skim pages that are too 
biographical or that go into the technicalities of crops or 
climate. We want to get at the gist of the two trends in 
the arc of history. Reading and speed listening via 
audible on the “skim” sections is one strategy I use for 
big books.

No . session, time to read book.

Assignment #2 due Friday February 16
 Prepare a document in two columns summarizing 
the paradigms. Prepare the document as you read.

Week 3 Day 1
(Thursday Feb 

1)
. Come prepared to discuss the book with notes in hand. 

We have two days of discussion.



Week 3 day 2 
(Tuesday Feb 3)

.

Two grand typologies of 
leading our material lives. 

Over the past 100 years, two 
distinct paradigms to 
resolving poverty and guiding 
our material lives (read 
economy) have emerged. The 
hard/technocratic/universal 
approach. The 
soft/community-based/multi-
pronged approach. Each has a 
different set of values as 
guiding principles

Come prepared to discuss the book with notes in hand. 
We have two days of discussion.

Assignment #2 due Friday February 16
 Prepare a document in two columns summarizing 
the paradigms. Prepare the document as you read.

Week 4 Day 1 
(Thursday Feb 

8)
.

Contemporary critiques of 
development as economic 
growth and other 
universalizing approaches-

We will place the critiques on 
“the board” from week 1

"Kothari, Ashish; Salleh, Ariel. Escobar Arturo; 
Demaria, Federico; and Acosta, Alberto. 2019. 
Pluriverse: A Post-Development Dictionary. Delhi: 
Tulika Books. Available here
Forward and Introduction pages: xi-xxxv

Development and its Crisis: Global Experiences ,pages 
3-21"

Universalizing the Earth, following section pages 25-78

Note you can complement assignment #2 with this 
week’s readings!
Assignment #2 due Feb 16

Why the pluriverse? From the holocene to the (m)anthropocene

Week 4 Day 2 
(Tuesday Feb 

10)
.

Natural systems that sustain 
sapiens and all other life

Watch:
A Life on our Planet by David Attenborough -available 
through Netflix

Extinction: the Facts by David Attenborough – available 
through PBS and netflix

Read:
1. Giovanna Di Chiro “Welcome to the White (M)
Anthropocene” in MacGregor, S. (Ed.). (2017). 
Routledge Handbook of Gender and Environment. 
London and New York: Routledge. Chapt 33

2. Díaz, S., Settele, J., Brondízio, E. S., Ngo, H. T., 
Agard, J., Arneth, A., . . . Zayas, C. N. (2019). Pervasive 
human-driven decline of life on Earth points to the need 
for transformative change. Science, 366(6471), 
eaax3100. doi:10.1126/science.aax3100

Assignment # 3 due Monday March 7

Write a summary of the justifications for the 
pluriverse.

Week 5 Day 1 
(Tuesday Feb 

15)
.

Traditional development in 
action: COVID-19

Read:
1. Jabr, Ferris. 2020 How humanity Unleashed a Flood 
of new diseases. The New York Times June 17. 
Available here

Watch:
2. Kessel 2020 How to stop the next pandemic New 
York times video available here



Week 5 Day 2 
(Tuesday Feb 

17)
.

Are the effects of COVID-19 
gender, class, race, and 
hemisphere blind?

Read:
1. Ewig 2020 Gender, Masculinity and COVID https:
//genderpolicyreport.umn.edu/gender-masculinity-and-
covid-19/

2. Ewig 2020 Gender and the War on Covid https:
//genderpolicyreport.umn.edu/gender-and-the-war-on-
covid-19/

3. Watson, M. F., Bacigalupe, G., Daneshpour, M., Han, 
W. J., & Parra‐Cardona, R. (2020). COVID‐19 
interconnectedness: Health inequity, the climate crisis, 
and collective trauma. Family process, 59(3), 832-846.

4. Ewig, Bombyk, and Dorman 2020. Covid-19’s 
unequal impact on Minnesota Workers: Race and 
Gender. Available here

Week 6 day 1 
(Tuesday Feb 
22) 

Planetary boundaries and 
human development

Raworth, K. (2017). A Doughnut for the Anthropocene: 
humanity's compass in the 21st century. The Lancet 
Planetary Health, 1(2), e48-e49.

Leach, M., Raworth, K., & Rockström, J. (2013). 
Between social and planetary boundaries: Navigating 
pathways in the safe and just space for humanity.

Watch: Available in netfix  Breaking Boundaries 
Director Jonathan Clay 74 minutes

Khoday, K. (2018). Rethinking Human Development in 
an Era of Planetary Transformation: UNDP Human 
Development Report Office.

Optional:
Berry, T. (1987). The dream of the earth: Our way into 
the future. CrossCurrents, 37(2/3), 200-215.

Berry, T. (1990) The dream of the earth. San Francisco: 
Sierra Club Books

This is a beautiful book that you will enjoy whenever 
you choose to read it.



Week 6 Day 2 
(Thursday Feb 

24)
.

Two definitions of 
environmental justice: nature 
rights and subaltern people’s 
rights

Kothari, Ashish; Salleh, Ariel. Escobar Arturo; Demaria, 
Federico; and Acosta, Alberto. 2019. Pluriverse: A Post-
Development Dictionary. Delhi: Tulika Books.

Chapter Joan Martinez-Allier Environmental justice

Chapter Cormac Cullinan Nature Rights

Wilson, G., & Lee, D. M. (2019). Rights of rivers enter 
the mainstream. The Ecological Citizen, 2(2), 183-187.

Miyasaka Porro, N., & Shiraishi Neto, J. (2014). 
Coercive harmony in land acquisition: the gendered 
impact of corporate “responsibility” in the Brazilian 
Amazon. Feminist Economics, 20(1), 227-248.

Optional:
Boyd, D. R. (2017). The rights of nature: A legal 
revolution that could save the world. ECW Press. 
Chapter 10 Pachamama and Ecuador's Poineering 
Constitution 

The Pluriverse: theoretical and practical proposals toward the ecocene

Week 7 Day 1
(Tues March 1)

.

The Pluriverse - foundations

Escobar, A. (2020). Pluriversal politics: the real and the 
possible. Duke University Press. Introduction: another 
possible is possible; 

Chapter 1 Theory and the un/real: tools for rethinking 
“reality”

Kothari, Ashish; Salleh, Ariel. Escobar Arturo; Demaria, 
Federico; and Acosta, Alberto. 2019. Pluriverse: A Post-
Development Dictionary. Delhi: Tulika Books.

Escobar chapter “Civilizational transitions” 

Rob Hopkins chapter “Transition movement”

Week 7 Day 2
(Thursday 
March 3)

.

Escobar, A. (2020). Pluriversal politics: the real and the 
possible. Duke University Press. 
Chapter 7 Visions of the Colombian Pacific coast region 
and their social environmental implications: elements 
for a dialogue of cosmovisions. (GFS-check if chapter 2 
in Designs for the pluriverse is better)

Chapter 8 Beyond “regional development”: a design 
model for civilizational transition in the Cauca River 
Valley, Colombia

Spring Break



Week 8 day 1
(Tuesday March 

15)
.

Community Economies for 
the individual/urban in the 
global north and global south

Kothari, Ashish; Salleh, Ariel. Escobar Arturo; Demaria, 
Federico; and Acosta, Alberto. 2019. Pluriverse: A Post-
Development Dictionary. Delhi: Tulika Books. 
Third section, A people’s pluriverse transformative 
initiatives, chapters “community economics” and 
“comunalidad” 

Gibson-Graham J.Kk, Cameron J., and Stephen Healy. 
2013. Take back the Economy. Minneapolis: University 
of Minnesota Press. Sections: Take Back the Economy; 
Chapter 1: reframing the Economy; 

Chapter 2: Take back work.

Assignment #4 due Friday March 6
As you read the Gibson-Graham et al book, make 
a table with four columns (goals, tools, new 
vocabulary, values) and fill in as you go.

Week 8 day 2
(Thursday 
March 17)

.

Gibson-Graham J.Kk, Cameron J., and Stephen Healy. 
2013. Take back the Economy. Minneapolis: University 
of Minnesota Press. 
Chapter 3

Chapter 4
Week 9 day 1

(Tuesday March 
22)

.

Gibson-Graham J.Kk, Cameron J., and Stephen Healy. 
2013. Take back the Economy. Minneapolis: University 
of Minnesota Press. 
Chapters 5, 6 and conclusions

Week 9 day 2
(Thursday 
March 24)

Economies for a planet with 
boundaries in theory and in 
practice

Van Osch 2013 Towards a Caring Economic Approach.

listen: Three minute listen: https://www.npr.
org/2020/03/10/814164930/french-social-safety-net-
defrays-fears-of-coronavirus-testing-costs

Why a frayed safety net tests the US Coronavirus 
response (6 min read)
https://www.csmonitor.com/World/Topics/coronavirus-
all-coverage?cmpid=mkt:postup:dexit
https://www.csmonitor.com/USA/2020/0312/Why-a-
frayed-safety-net-tests-the-U.S.-coronavirus-response 

Greta Greta

Week 10 day 1
(Tuesday March 

29)
.

Degrowth for the Global 
North

Kothari, Ashish; Salleh, Ariel. Escobar Arturo; Demaria, 
Federico; and Acosta, Alberto. 2019. Pluriverse: A Post-
Development Dictionary. Delhi: Tulika Books.
-- Chapter Demaria and Latouch Degrowth
-- Chapter aram Ziai Underveloping the north

Cassidy, John. 2020 Can we have Prosperity without 
Growth? The New Yorker

Kallis, G., and March, H. 2015. “Imaginaries of Hope: 
The Utopianism of Degrowth.” Annals of the 
Association of American Geographers 105(2): 360–368.

Dengler, C., & Strunk, B. (2018). The Monetized 
Economy Versus Care and the Environment: Degrowth 
Perspectives On Reconciling an Antagonism. Feminist 
Economics, 24(3), 160-183. doi:10.1080/13545701.
2017.1383620



Week 10 day 2
(Thursday 
March 31)

.

Week 10 day 2

Alternatives to Green 
Growth: Eco-Feminism

D’Alessandro, S., Cieplinski, A., Distefano, T., & 
Dittmer, K. (2020). Feasible alternatives to green 
growth. Nature Sustainability, 3(4), 329-335.

Ruder, S. L., & Sanniti, S. R. (2019). Transcending the 
learned ignorance of predatory ontologies: A research 
agenda for an ecofeminist-informed ecological 
economics. Sustainability, 11(5), 1479.

Skim and use GFS provided template while reading:
Bauhardt, C. (2014). Solutions to the crisis? The Green 
New Deal, Degrowth, and the Solidarity Economy: 
Alternatives to the capitalist growth economy from an 
ecofeminist economics perspective. Ecological 
Economics, 102, 60-68.

Week 11 day 1 
(Tuesday April 

5)

Indigenous ontologies,  
epistemologies, nature and 
resilience

Read or listen
 Kimmerer, R.W. 2021. The Serviceberry. An Economy 
of Abundance. Essay available in both formats here
  
 Read:
 Kimmerer, R. W. (2002). Weaving traditional 
ecological knowledge into biological education: a call to 
action. BioScience, 52(5), 432-438.
  
 Kimmerer, R. W. (2013). Braiding sweetgrass: 
Indigenous wisdom, scientific knowledge and the 
teachings of plants. Milkweed Editions.
 ● Chapter: The sound of silver bells
 ● Chapter: The three sisters
  
 Optional/resource:
 Kimmerer, R. W. (2013). Braiding sweetgrass: 
Indigenous wisdom, scientific knowledge and the 
teachings of plants. Milkweed Editions.
  
 Optional/additional resources to watch later, these are a 
series of webinars: ICGC @ UMN webinar series An 
alliance between human and creatures: indigenous 
stories of nature, healing and resilience available https:
//icgc.umn.edu/news/webinar-series-alliance-between-
humans-and

Week 11 day 2
(Thursday April 

7)

.

Week 12 day 1
(Tuesday April 

12)
Indigenous peoples and land

Watch in netflix: The Path of the Anaconda (2019; 74 
minutes) 

Watch through UMN library, simply search the 
documentary title or click the link: Trinkets and beads 
(1996, 52 minutes)



Week 12 day 2
(Thursday April 

14)
Indigenous peoples and land

Read:       Ceddia, M. G., Gunter, U., & Pazienza, P. 
(2019). Indigenous peoples' land rights and agricultural 
expansion in Latin America: A dynamic panel data 
approach. Forest policy and economics, 109, 102001.
     
Ojong, N. (2020). Indigenous land rights: where are we 
today and where should the research go in the future?. 
Settler Colonial Studies, 10(2), 193-215.  (skip 
methodology and read up to page 202)
                                                                                                                                                                  
Agnes Babugura (2017) “Gender Equality, Sustainable 
agricultural development, and food security. In 
MacGregor, S. (Ed.). (2017). Routledge Handbook of 
Gender and Environment. London and New York: 
Routledge.

Optional for US's First nations Land Rights: 
Matthiessen, Peter (1992).  In the Spirit of Crazy Horse. 
Random House.

Documents of United States Indian Policy

 

Week 13 Day 1
(Tuesday April 

19)

 La Via Campesina one of the 
Pluriverses: Land rights and 
food sovereignty 

Martínez-Torres, M. E., & Rosset, P. M. (2014). 
Diálogo de saberes in La Vía Campesina: food 
sovereignty and agroecology. Journal of Peasant 
Studies, 41(6), 979-997.   
       
Fernandes, B. M., Welch, C. A., & Gonçalves, E. C. 
(2010). Agrofuel policies in Brazil: paradigmatic and 
territorial disputes. The Journal of Peasant Studies, 37
(4), 793-819.

Rosset, P. (2011). Food sovereignty and alternative 
paradigms to confront land grabbing and the food and 
climate crises. Development, 54(1), 21-30. 



Week 13 day 2
(Thursday April 

21-earth day)

Food sovereignty, land rights 
and seed rights

Meinzen-Dick, R., & Mwangi, E. (2009). Cutting the 
web of interests: Pitfalls of formalizing property rights. 
Land Use Policy, 26(1), 36-43.
   
 Kloppenburg, J. (2014). Re-purposing the master's 
tools: the open source seed initiative and the struggle for 
seed sovereignty. Journal of Peasant Studies, 41(6), 
1225-1246.

Coomes, O. T., McGuire, S. J., Garine, E., Caillon, S., 
McKey, D., Demeulenaere, E., ... & Wencélius, J. 
(2015). Farmer seed networks make a limited 
contribution to agriculture? Four common 
misconceptions. Food Policy, 56, 41-50.

Howard, Philip H. "Intellectual property and 
consolidation in the seed industry." Crop Science 55.6 
(2015): 2489-2495.

Optional resources:
Mwangi, E., & Meinzen-Dick, R. S. (2009). 
Understanding property rights in land and natural 
resource management. Institutional economics 
perspectives on African agricultural development, 295-
318. 
 
Gender Asset Gap Project available at
https://www.qeh.ox.ac.uk/content/gender-asset-gap-
project                       

Shiva, V. (Ed.). (2016). Seed sovereignty, food security: 
Women in the vanguard of the fight against GMOs and 
corporate agriculture. North Atlantic Books.

Week 14 day 1
(Tuesday April 

26)
. Human Development and the 

Anthropocene

Lightning presentation of 
HDR 2020 analysis and wrap 
up

HDR. (2020) Human Development and the 
Anthropocene

Chapters TBD

Read you assignment #1 and reflect on it. How has your 
thinking changed? Bring thoughts to class

Assignment #5
Choose a section of the HDR 2020 and do an 
analysis of the section using the tools and concepts 
learned in class. Be ready to present your analysis 
next week. Writte a summary of the section you 
read incorporating an analysis of the chapter in 
light of the content covered in the course. Plan on 
a 1,000-2,000 words of text, assignment due exam 
week.

Week 14 day 2
(Thursday April 

28)
.

Week 15 day 1 
and 2 and exam 

day
Additional resources because we can only do so much in one semester! Life is a permanent continuing education- be a FOX (as opposed to a hedgehog 
–from Isaiah Berlin)



Film documentary resources

Standing on sacred ground (2013) Bullfrog documentary 
available at UMN TC library-four parts: profits and loss; 
Islands of Sactuary; Fire and Ice; Pilgrims and Tourists.

Awake a dream from standing rock (2017). Bullfrog 
documentary available at UMN TC library

On education

Kawagley, A. O. (2006). A Yupiaq worldview: A 
pathway to ecology and spirit. Waveland Press.

Thoresen, V. W. (2017). How transformational learning 
promotes caring, consultation and creativity, and 
ultimately contributes to sustainable development: 
Lessons from the Partnership for Education and 
Research about Responsible Living (PERL) network. 
International Review of Education, 63(6), 915-934.

Hunt, K. P. (2014). “It's More Than Planting Trees, It's 
Planting Ideas”: Ecofeminist Praxis in the Green Belt 
Movement. Southern Communication Journal, 79(3), 
235-249.

Agbedahin, A. V. (2019). Sustainable development, 
Education for Sustainable Development, and the 2030 
Agenda for Sustainable Development: Emergence, 
efficacy, eminence, and future. Sustainable 
Development, 27(4), 669-680.

UNESCO, L. A., Heiss, J., & Byun, W. J. (2018). Issues 
and trends in education for sustainable development. 
part I (chapter 1-3; chap 4

Buen vivir / sumak kawsay

Radcliffe, S. A. (2012). Development for a 
postneoliberal era? Sumak kawsay, living well and the 
limits to decolonisation in Ecuador. Geoforum, 43(2), 
240-249.

Funding and Implementation 
of the Sustainable 
Development Goals from a 
Feminist Perspective

Bidegain Ponte, N., & Enríquez, C. R. (2016). Agenda 
2030: A bold enough framework towards sustainable, 
gender-just development?. Gender & Development, 24
(1), 83-98.

Koehler, G. (2016). Tapping the Sustainable 
Development Goals for progressive gender equity and 
equality policy? Gender & Development, 24(1), 53-68. 
doi:10.1080/13552074.2016.1142217



Forests and social movements

Scott, K. (2013). Peace Profile: Wangari Maathai and 
the Green Belt Movement. Peace Review, 25(2), 299-
306.

Presbey, G. M. (2013). Women's empowerment: the 
insights of Wangari Maathai. Journal of Global Ethics, 9
(3), 277-292.

Leisher, C., Temsah, G., Booker, F., Day, M., Samberg, 
L., Prosnitz, D., ... & Sunderland, T. (2016). Does the 
gender composition of forest and fishery management 
groups affect resource governance and conservation 
outcomes? A systematic map. Environmental Evidence, 
5(1), 6.

Sustainable development

Arora-Jonsson, S. (2014, November). Forty years of 
gender research and environmental policy: Where do we 
stand?. In Women's Studies International Forum (Vol. 
47, pp. 295-308). Pergamon.

Meinzen-Dick, R., Kovarik, C., & Quisumbing, A. R. 
(2014). Gender and sustainability. Annual Review of 
Environment and Resources, 39. 

Fukuda-Parr, Sakiko. "From the Millennium 
Development Goals to the Sustainable Development 
Goals: Shifts in Purpose, Concept, and Politics of Global 
Goal Setting for Development." Gender & Development 
24, no. 1 (2016/01/02 2016): 43-52.

Agarwal, B.. (1992). The Gender and Environment 
Debate: Lessons from India. Feminist Studies, 18(1), 
119–158
Mitrofanenko, T. (2016). Intergenerational Practice: An 
Approach to Implementing Sustainable Development 
and Environmental Justice. In Women and Children as 
Victims and Offenders: Background, Prevention, 
Reintegration (pp. 721-743). Springer, Cham.

Climate Change

Tovar-Restrepo Marcela. 2017. Planning for Climate 
Change: REED+SES as gender responsive 
environmental action. In Routledge Handbook of gender 
and Environment. Pp412-429.

Tovar-Restrepo Marcela. 2010. Climate Change and 
Indigenous Women in Colombia. In Dankelman, Irene. 
2010. Gender and Climate Change: An introduction. Pp 
146-151

Dankelman, Irene. 2010. Gender and Climate Change: 
An introduction. Earthscan. Chapters 1, 2



Climate Change Ngigi, M. W., Mueller, U., & Birner, R. (2017). Gender 
differences in climate change adaptation strategies and 
participation in group-based approaches: An intra-
household analysis from rural Kenya. Ecological 
Economics, 138, 99-108.

Huq, S., Chow, J., Fenton, A., Stott, C., Taub, J., & 
Wright, H. (Eds.). (2019). Confronting Climate Change 
in Bangladesh: Policy Strategies for Adaptation and 
Resilience (Vol. 28). Springer.  

Huyer, S., Twyman, J., Koningstein, M., Ashby, J. A., & 
Vermeulen, S. J. (2015). Supporting women farmers in a 
changing climate: five policy lessons.

Water

Sultana, Farhana. 2009. "Fluid lives: subjectivities, 
gender and water in rural Bangladesh." Gender, Place & 
Culture 16:427-444.

Harris, L. M. (2009). Gender and emergent water 
governance: comparative overview of neoliberalized 
natures and gender dimensions of privatization, 
devolution and marketization. Gender, Place and 
Culture, 16(4), 387-408.  

Tindall, Charlotte and Katrien Holvoet. 2008. "From the 
Lake to the Plate: Assessing gender vulnerabilities 
throughout the fisheries chain." Development 51:205-
211.

Sultana, Farhana. 2009. "Fluid lives: subjectivities, 
gender and water in rural Bangladesh." Gender, Place & 
Culture 16:427-444.



Forests and property rights

Colfer, C. J. P., & Minarchek, R. D. (2013). 
Introducing'the gender box': a framework for analysing 
gender roles in forest management. International 
Forestry Review, 15(4), 411-426.

Phan, H. P. (2019). Women's access to resources: 
Matrilineal kinship, the patriarchal state and social 
differentiation in Vietnam. Asian Journal of Women's 
Studies, 25(4), 572-592.

Optional:
Suna, Y., Mwangi, E., & Meinzen-Dick, R. (2011). Is 
gender an important factor influencing user groups' 
property rights and forestry governance? Empirical 
analysis from East Africa and Latin America. 
International Forestry Review, 13(2), 205-219.

Sunderland, T., Achdiawan, R., Angelsen, A., 
Babigumira, R., Ickowitz, A., Paumgarten, F., ... & 
Shively, G. (2014). Challenging perceptions about men, 
women, and forest product use: a global comparative 
study. World Development, 64, S56-S66.

Community-Owned 
Land/Indigenous land 
resource extraction

Isla, A. (2001). Enclosure and micro-enterprise as 
sustainable development: The case of the Canada/Costa 
Rica debt-for-nature investment. Canadian Journal of 
Development Studies/Revue canadienne d'études du 
développement, 22(4), 935-955

Flemmer, R., & Schilling‐Vacaflor, A. (2016). 
Unfulfilled promises of the consultation approach: the 
limits to effective indigenous participation in Bolivia’s 
and Peru’s extractive industries. Third World Quarterly, 
37(1), 172-188.

Optional: 
Hoffman, M. (2013). Why community ownership? 
Understanding land reform in Scotland. Land Use 
Policy, 31, 289–297. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
landusepol.2012.07.013



Sustainable agriculture and 
agroforestry

Meinzen-Dick, R., Quisumbing, A., Behrman, J., 
Biermayr-Jenzano, P., Wilde, V., Noordeloos, M., ... & 
Beintema, N. (2011). Engendering agricultural research, 
development and extension (Vol. 176). Intl Food Policy 
Res Inst. 

Colfer, C. J. P., Catacutan, D., & Naz, F. (2015). 
Introduction: Contributions and gaps in gender and 
agroforestry. The International Forestry Review, 17, 1-
10.

Optional:
Doss, C., Meinzen-Dick, R., Quisumbing, A., & Theis, 
S. (2018). Women in agriculture: four myths. Global 
food security, 16, 69-74.

Land grabbing and corporate agroindustry

Borras Jr, S. M., Kay, C., Gómez, S., & Wilkinson, J. 
(2012). Land grabbing and global capitalist 
accumulation: key features in Latin America. Canadian 
Journal of Development Studies/Revue canadienne 
d'études du développement, 33(4), 402-416.
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